
BASICSCIENCES

For many years there have been attempts to produce
better detection materials for high-energy gamma ra
diations. Ideally such a scintillation material should have
a high density, a high attenuation coefficient for gamma
radiation, a good energy resolution, a high light output
at wavelengths compatible with low-noise, low-cost
photomultiplier tubes and inexpensive light-guide ma
terials, and have a reasonably short decay time with
minor amountsof afterglow. The material shouldalso
be very resistant to thermal and mechanical shock,
scintillate over a wide temperature range, and should not
require special hermetic encapsulation (i.e., be nonhy
groscopic), as well as other factors dependent upon
particular applications.

No known scintillation material meets all of these
criteria, but certain materials such as sodium iodide
(thallium activated),satisfyenoughofthem to beuseful
in a wide range of applications.
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In applications where the detector's physical size is
critical and high attenuation coefficients are desired
(such as imaging systems for radionuclides emitting
high-energy gamma radiation), sodium iodide's modest
density (3.67 g/cm3) and photon attenuation coefficient
(0.04 17 cm2/g at 0.5 MeV), along with its requirement
for a rather bulky and delicate hermetically sealed en
velope, have been serious disadvantages. The importance
of the attenuationcoefficientscan be seenin Fig. I,
which demonstrates spatial resolution degradation for
Nal(Tl) undervariousconditionsof incidentgamma
radiationenergy(andassociatedchangesinattenuation
coefficients) and crystal thickness when used in scintil
lation cameras of the Anger type (I ). In Fig. 1, ? is de

fined as the perpendicular distance from a primary
gamma photon to the center of intensity of the light
produced.

One material that promises great improvement over
Nal(Tl) in high-energy applications is bismuth germa
hate (Bi4Ge3O12) (BGO), and the material ha@recently

become available commercially. The scintillation
properties of this material at room temperature have
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Bismuthgermanateis a scintillationmaterial with very highz, and highdensity
(7.13 g/cm3). It Is a rugged, nonhygroscopic, crystalline material with room-tem
perature scintillationpropertiesdescribedby previousinvestIgatorsas havinga
lightyield â€˜@8%of that of Nal(Tl), emissionpeak at â€˜-â€˜-480nm, decay constantof
0.3 @sec,and energy resolution@ 15% (FWHM) for Cs-137 gamma radiations.
Thesepropertiesmake it an excellentcandidatefor applicationsInvolvIngthe de
tectionof high-energygammaphotonsandpositronannihilationradiation,particu
larly when goodspatial resolutionIs desired.At roomtemperature,however,the
applicationofthismaterialissomewhatlimitedby low lightoutputandpoorenergy
resolution.Thispaper presentsnew data on the scintillationpropertiesof bismuth
germanateas a functionof temperaturefrom â€”196Â°Cto + 30Â°C.Low-tempera
ture useof the material is shownto greatly improveits lightyieldandenergyreso
lution.The implicationsof thisworkto the designof imagingdevicesfor high-ener
gy radiationin healthphysicsandnuclearmedicineare discussed.
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FIG.1.Lossofpositionresolutionduetomultiplegammarayphotopeakinteractionsin1/2-,1-,and2-in.-thicksodiumiodideat0.28,
0.36,and0.66MeV(1).
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been reported by Weber and Monchemp (2) and Nestor
and Huang (3) (see Table I).

The advantages of bismuth germanate are most pro
nouncedin itsdensity(7. 13 g/cm3), itsphotonattenu
ation coefficient (0.0735 cm2/g at 0.5 MeV), its shock
resistance, and its nonhygroscopic properties. This ma
terialenablesonetoachievehighdetectionefficiencies
for high-energy photons with a crystal volume much
smaller than that of NaI(Tl) and without a hermetically
sealed detector enclosure. However, the application of

bismuth germanate is limited by its low light yield, its
moderatelylongerdecaytime,itspoorenergyresolution,
and its relatively high cost.

In an attempt to investigate methods for minimizing
certain of these disadvantages of BGO, a study of its
low-temperature scintillation properties was carried out.
The usefulnessofany scintillator is strongly dependent
on the efficiency with which its scintillation light can be
transmitted and detected; consequently, potentially
compatible photomultiplier (PM) tubes were evaluated
based on their manufacturers' published photocathode
quantum efficiencies at room temperature, their noise
at a fixed gain, and their response to cooling (Fig. 2) (4).
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF SCINTILLATOR
MATERIALS (3)
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Density(g/cm3)3.677.13Wavelength

(nm) of maximum
scintillationintensity420480Refractive

index at
intensitymaximum1.852.1Decay

constant(Msec)0.250.30ResolutionatCs-137

photopeak(percent)715Cs-137

photopeak pulse
height (relative)1008
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FIG. 2. Apparent temperature variation of cathode dark current
for typical photomultiplier tubes.
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On the basis of these factors, a PM tube was selected for
use in these experiments, coupled to a BGO sample, and
operated at the same temperature as the BGO.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Measurements of relative spectral irradiance. These
measurements were made, at a given sampling position
and as a function of sample temperature, using BGO
sample No. 1. The sample was coated on its back and
edges with reflective paint* and mounted on the sample
block of the refrigerated cold finger in a cryogenic
sample chamber (see Figs. 3 and 4), in such a way that
x-rays incident on the sample produced scintillation
quanta that were received and analyzed by the spectro
radiometer. The sample chamber is operated at a pres
sure ofâ€•-'Imm Hg to insulate the cold finger from the
surrounding materials and to prevent condensation on
the sample.

Spectral irradiance measurementswere made between
300 and 700 nm in 10-nm increments using a 10-nm
FWH M bandpass monochrometer setting. The spec
troradiometer was calibrated at the time of its use by
placing it in a light field of known spectral irradiance
produced by a quartz-halogen tungsten-filament lamp
standard. Calibration factors were determined for each
wavelength setting used in subsequent measurements.

The x-ray source was operated at 90 kV (p), 10 mA,
for a period of 2.5 sec for each measurement point. Re
producibility of the sample exposure appeared to be
approximately Â±3%based on five data points immedi
ately before and after collection of a given set of data

FIG.4.Diagramofapparatusformeasuringemissionspectraof
scintillators.

(data points from 300 to 700 nm for a given sample
temperature).

Overall error for the measurement of relative spectral
irradiance was estimated to be Â±12%. This includes both
systematic and random errors involved in calibration
sources, wavelength settings, x-ray source instabilities,
and sample temperature stability.

Measurements were made at temperatures of +30,0,
â€”50,â€”100,â€”150,and â€”196Â°C(liquid-nitrogen tern
perature). These temperatures were determined by use
ofa thermocouple mounted on the sample-holder block
and read with a thermocouple potentiometer.

Test gamma-energy spectra and decay-time mea
surements. Examples of gamma energy spectra and

decay-time measurements were produced by coupling
BGO sample No. 2 to a PM tube@using RTV-6 I5 sili
cone-rubber optical coupling medium. Gamma energy
spectra measurements were made at +30 and â€”78.6Â°C
(dry-ice temperature) for Am-241 (0.060-MeV) and
Cs- 137 (0.662-MeV) radiation sources.

Data were gathered using a multichannel analyzer.
Decay-time measurements were made at +30 and
â€”78.6Â°Cby routing the PM tube's current pulses into
a 500-ohm load and using an oscilloscope to observe
pulse-shape characteristics. A Polaroid camera recorded
the data. Decay constants (T) were determined by ob
serving the time required for decay of the pulse to I /e
of its maximum value.

A complete listing of materials used is included in
Appendix I.

RESU LTS

Table 2 shows the relative spectral irradiance from
scintillation light in the crystal, measured at the input
receptor of the spectroradiometer. Values for the relative
irradiance integrated from 350 to 580 nm as a function
of temperature are given in Fig. 5. Plots of relative
spectral irradiance against wavelength for various
temperatures are given in Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the
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FIG.3.Cryogenicsamplechamber(radiographicview).
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relative response of several PM tube photocathodes
convolved with the emission spectrum of BGO. Gamma
energy spectra for Cs- I 37 and Am-24 I using the BGO
and photo multiplier tube at +30 and â€”78Â°Care shown
in Fig. 8. Decay-time data for the scintillation light are
shown in Fig. 9.

I)ISCUSSION

It can be seen from Table 2 and Figs. 5 and 6 that
cooling of the BGO scintillator alone results in an in
crease in light output of the scintillator by â€˜-â€˜-â€˜I.7% per

deg. C from +30 to â€”100Â°C.It is also apparent that the
emission spectrum of the scintillation light remains rel
atively constant over that temperature range, with four
emission peaks being resolved: a main one at 490 nm and
lesser peaks at 530, 570, and 610 nm. (This is in contrast
to data reported by Nestor and Huang, which show a
broad single peak at 480 nm (3).) Figure 10 shows the
emission spectrum of BGO at â€”I96Â°Cin terms of rela
tive photon flux compared with wavelength.

Measurements of the gamma spectra of Cs- I 37 and
Am-24I , using BGO coupled to a photomultiplier tubet
at +30 and â€”78.6Â°C(Fig. 8 and Table 3), resulted in a
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FIG.5.BGOscintillationyieldasfunctionoftemperature.

room-temperature energy resolution of 23% for BGO
with Cs- I 37 (0.662 MeV photons), as compared with the
I 5% value of Nestor and Huang. This difference in res
olution is felt to be due to the methods of mounting the
crystal, light reflectors used, and properties of the mdi
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FIG. 6. Emission spectrum of BGO as function of temperature.
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FIG. 7. BGO emission spectrum, corrected for photomultiplier re
sponse.

vidual crystal samples. (An earlier mounting of the same
crystal on a different PM tube resulted in a resolution
of'-.-l7% at room temperature). However, because the
study was designed to examine relative performance of
the scintillator at various temperatures, this difference
was not felt to be important. Cooling the BGO and PM
tube to â€”78.6Â°Cresulted in an increase in pulse height
by a factorof'-'-'2.9, with a resolution of 14.1% (FWHM)
at 0.662 MeV. Calculationshowsthat an effective
change by a factor of â€œ@-â€˜l. I 2 in the quantum efficiency
of the PM photocathode would account for both the in
creasedpulseheightand improvementin energyreso
lution over that expected due to the increased light out
put of the scintillator alone. It also appears that an op
timized choice of PM type and operating temperature
could increase this low-temperature gain in quantum
efficiency even more (6).

One may question why the resolution did not strictly
follow the pulse height for a decrease in temperature
from +30 to â€”78.6Â°C(a resolution improvement factor
of I .63 measured against I .69 calculated). Probably this
was due largely to a temperature gradient across the

BGO crystal and/or changes in the relative sensitivity
distribution of the PM photocathode.

It is also apparent in Fig. 8 that the cooling of the
detector assembly has allowed the measurement of
60-keV radiations of Am-241 , whereas the PM noise at
room temperature caused this peak to be obscured.

Measurements of time constant, T, for the decay of

-IIVC
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FIG. 8. Pulse height spectra from Cs-137 and Am-241 using BOO
and photomultiplier tube at +30 and â€”78Â°C.

the scintillations at +30 and â€”78.6Â°Care shown in Fig.
9 to be approximately 450 and 2000 nsec, respectively.
Use of the ratio of T to relative light yield, as an index
of the possible root-mean-square resolving time for the
scintillator, results in a factor of 2.1 increase in resolving
times between +30 and â€”78.6Â°C.Use of this ratio is
approximated by calculations developed by Post and
Schiff (7) when the average number of photoelectrons
(R) is substituted by either the scintillator light output
or the PM tube's output pulse height. Since use at
â€”78.6Â°Cwould most likely be in conjunction with a
cooled PM tube, that ratio would probably become I .6
or better.Thesignificanceof thisisimpliedin thecom
ments of Cho and Farukhi (5) who found the time â€œjit
icrâ€•related to the resolving time to be 6.8 nsec FWHM
(and I4.5 nsec FWTM) for BGO at room temperature.
They felt that â€œgivenpresent-day electronic components
and circuitry, coincidence resolving times of 10â€”20
nanoseconds seem well within acceptable limitsâ€•for their
proposed ring types of positron cameras. Consequently,
it would seem that if one assumed an increase of time

ature.
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FIG. 10. Relative photon flux emission spectrum of BOO
(â€”196Â°C).

â€œjitterâ€•from 6.8 nsec FWHM to 10.9 nsec, it would still
be â€œwithinacceptable limitsâ€•in that type of applica
tion.

While the cooling of large arrays of closely packed
detectorsmayposespecialengineeringproblems,useof
recirculated chilled air in the â€”50to â€”80Â°Crange seems
to hold promise both technically and economically for
cooling such arrays.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears that the cooling of BGO, and under some
conditions its associated light detectors, provides a means
for greatly increasing its light output and detection ef
ficiency, and the consequent energy and spatial resolu
tions,whenapplicable.Thiscouldbeanimportantfactor
in thefuturedesignof imagingdevicessuchaspositron
cameras or conventional gamma cameras using either
a single- or multidimensional Anger type of logic system.
It could also be valuable in detection systems designed
for mixed high- and low-energy photons where improved
energy resolution and signal-to-noise ratio are desired,
along with BGO's other favorable qualities.

APPENDIX I: MATERIALS

The following is a list of materials used in the evaluation:
FIG. 9. Decay-time measurements of BOO as function of temper
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â€”78â€”100â€”150 â€”196
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Relativelightemission 8 10 14 17 18 21 23
F% emissionofNaI(TI)]

1 0.35 0.32 0.27 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.21

s./Welativelight emission
Relative gamma-radiation 76 218

pulse height (BOO+ PMTube)
Decay time to l/e 450 2000

(T,
T/relative light yield 56 117

T/relative pulse height 5.92 9.17
FWHM resolution at 662 keV 23% 14.1%

1. Sample BGO crystals, Harshaw Chemical Co.
a. Sample No. I , disk 3 cm diameter X 3 mm thick with slice

removed from edge
b. Sample no. 2, 4 mm X 5 mm X 2 cm

2. Productsfor ResearchInc.,ModelTE-200refrigeratedPM
tube housing with EMI Model 9659B PM tube.

3.Cryogenicsamplechamber
4. Honeywell Model 2732 Potentiometer
5. Technique Associates Model I I BI reference junction

(Cu/C)
6. Spectroradiometer consisting of:

a. Oriel Model 724 Grating Monochrometer with 280-nm
blaze grating

b. Detector systemusing EM I Model 978I R PM tube with
electrometer,powersupply,and Data PrecisionModel 245
digital voltmeter readout

7. Tektronix Inc., Model 7844 oscilloscope with Model 7A1 I
amplifier

8. NuclearDataSeries2200multichannelanalyzer
9. Quartzline quartz-halogen tungsten filament lamp, Spectral

lrradiance Standard QI (calibration traceable to the
National Bureau of Standards)

10. 3M Company #202-AlO White Velvet paint
I I . Weber Dental Mfg. Co., Ultron 90 dental x-ray machine
I 2. Victoreen Inst. Co., Model 555 doseintegrator
I 3. General Electric Co., RTV-6 I 5 silicone rubber

* 3 M Company,

t EMI Model 9659B,
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ANNOUNCEMENT

The National Prostatic Cancer Project of the National Cancer Institute, Organ Site Program is soliciting research pro
posals These are without limitation to specific biological disciplines. and are for fundamental and clinical studies
considered under the broad categories of Etiology/Prevention. Detection/Diagnosis. and Treatment of Prostatic
Cancer Information can be obtained by contacting the Headquarters Office of the National Prostatic Cancer Project,
located at Roswell Park Memorial Institute, 666 Elm Street. Buffalo. New York 14263 (Telephone: (716) 845-2317)




